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Synopsis

... You consider yourself a well educated person, you’ve been taught everything about tiny bones and single rips, but left entirely in the dark when it comes to female pleasure spots?!? You are not alone.

The Clitoris extends far deeper into the female body than textbooks have illustrated for centuries, and very likely you may know only half of the truth. What is referred to as Clitoris is merely the visible tip of a vast and complicated internal system of highly responsive sexual tissue.

Let’s take a closer look !!!!

Background

A tiny note in a lesbian magazine caught my attention in Autumn 1998: Australian urology surgeon Dr Helen O’Connell had (re-)discovered the internal parts of the Clitoris. I kept researching not only the amazing history of dis- and re-appearance of the Clitoris in anatomy books, but also the inaccurate, if not contradictory representation of our pleasure spots.

Since there is a great lack of eye-pleasing imagery of the Clitoris, I applied my visual talents to 3D modelling in order to create what I truly believe has been terribly missing: a clitoral map.

Objectives

The workshop aims at women of all ages and intends to shed light on the true size of the Clitoris. Anatomical facts are explained in great detail, illustrated by a repertoire of my 3D models as well as visual material from different periods of history.

Through a participatory setup open statements and debates are encouraged, the discussing and comparing of personal experiences and perception is meant to be a vivid part of the workshop. Issues of health care, social impact and ways to gain knowledge are being adressed. The major goal is to achieve true empowerment through knowledge and to spread the word towards a glorious clitoral future.

clitoressa@t0.or.at
http://www.clitoressa.net/